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1. Overview 
1. Huawei is not very active in the US, but is a large diversified technology company with 

comprehensive UC solutions, and is experienced impressive growth in 2015.  

2. Each year the company hosts an analyst event in Shenzhen China.  

3. The company’s diverse portfolio is similar to Cisco (networking, video, carrier, UC, IoT), 

but actually more diverse as it also includes a strong consumer (including smartphone) 

component. Huawei is the larger company.  

4. The Huawei Analyst Summit (HAS is one of the largest events of its kind). Some 200 

analysts and some media attend covering a diverse range of areas. HAS gets relatively 

little attention on social media because China blocks Internet access to Twitter and 

Facebook.  

5. The key themes of the event were Cloud, software-defined everything, video, big data, 

and IoT. Huawei intends to cloudify its entire portfolio. This involves pooled hardware, 

fully distributed architectures, and full automation.  

2. Huawei FY 2015  
1. Huawei is a very large company experiencing explosive growth. For fiscal 2015, the 

company recently reported revenue of US$60.8B (CNY 395 B), up 37% YoY. Net profit 

was US$5.7 B (CNY 36.9 B) up 33% YoY.  

2. All three of its business groups reported growth.  

A. The carrier division represented 59% of revenue at US$35.8B (CNY232.3B), up 21% 

largely due to widespread upgrades of LTE 4G equipment.  

B. The Enterprise division represented 7% of revenue at US$4.3 B (CNY 27.6 B) in 

annual revenue, up 44% citing rapid growth in public safety, finance, 

transportation, and energy. 

C. The Consumer division represented 33% of revenue at US$19.9 B (CNY129.1 B), up 

73% YoY.  

3. About 76% of revenue was realized through channel partners.  

4. About 42% of revenue (up from 38%) came from the domestic market in China. 

5. The company sold 108 M smartphones in FY16 and IDC reported it became the third 

largest provider of smartphones globally with 7.4% market share behind Samsung (23% 

share) and Apple (16% share).  

3. UC Portfolio 
1. The UC business grew 13.3% in 2015. Products are sold in 67 countries.  
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2. As the entire UC portfolio is being re-envisioned as cloud (private and public), The UC 

group is moving from the Enterprise division to the Core Network Team within the 

Carrier division for 2016. This will merge channels and R&D.  

3. Huawei organizes its UC solutions into four categories: Terminals, Call Control 

platforms, Service Applications, and management systems. Huawei also offers Access 

equipment and Video solutions (hard and soft endpoints and Media Platforms).  

4. “4 Unified” is Huawei’s ecosystem program. It includes 1000 partners and covers 10 

verticals. It consists of SDK, API, Developer Zone, and a management program.  

5. The near term objectives for the UC Portfolio are: merge with the Carrier Group, 

Cloudify everything, expand mobility, and improve the administration portal.  

6. The eSpace all-in-one client supports messaging, voice, video, conferencing (voice, 

video, and web), and recently added persistent file sharing. Clients provide directory 

synchronization, Outlook/Exchange integration, and rich messaging options including 

SMS and group chat features.  

7. The eSpace brand encompasses UC clients and endpoints, video, and contact center.  

8. Huawei is introducing smaller video endpoints in 2016. The TE10 is an all-in-one, 

Android-based system that can mount atop a video display. The TE20 is an all-in-one for 

slightly larger environments.  

4. Opinion 
1. The UC portfolio is broad but traditional. If offers a range of UC platforms and 

endpoints, and a mature UC client. The eSpace client can transition between 

modalities. The roadmap highlights cloudification and server/application convergence.  

2. Huawei’s solutions for UCaaS are less mature than Western offers.  

3. There is no Workstream Messaging solution such as Cisco Spark, Ring Central Glip, or 

Unify Circuit. This may be problematic for Huawei due to the incredible popularity of 

WeChat in China. TenCent recently launched a version of WeChat aimed at enterprise.  

4. The Chinese language is forced to adapt to western style alpha-numeric keyboards. This 

is one of the reasons WeChat uses QR codes so heavily. Huawei also supports several 

visual design elements such as Emojis and visual placeholders. 

5. Microsoft Office dominates in China even more than it does in the US - though Office 

365 penetration is light. China blocks access to Google (as well as Facebook and 

Twitter). Google services (Apps, Search, Maps, Play store, etc.) do not exist. 

6. Huawei intends to grow its smartphone business into a premium brand. Previews of the 

P9 smartphone were well received, though it is not planned for the US market.  

7. The UC solutions are unlikely to reappear in the US market anytime soon. However, it 

business in the Americas is expanding primarily from Canadian carriers and Google’s 

flagship Nexus Smartphone is made by Huawei.  


